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On June 10, we found a malicious Word document disguised as a resume that uses template
injection to drop a .Net Loader. This is the first part of a multi-stage attack that we believe is
associated to an APT attack. In the last stage, the threat actors used Cobalt Strike’s
Malleable C2 feature to download the final payload and perform C2 communications.

This attack is particularly clever for its evasion techniques. For instance, we observed an
intentional delay in executing the payload from the malicious Word macro. The goal is not to
compromise the victim right away, but instead to wait until they restart their machine.
Additionally, by hiding shellcode within an innocuous JavaScript and loading it without
touching the disk, this APT group can further thwart detection from security products.

Lure with delayed code execution

The lure document was probably distributed through spear phishing emails as a resume from
a person allegedly named “Anadia Waleed.” At first, we believed it was targeting India but it
is possible that the intended victims could be more widespread.

https://blog.malwarebytes.com/threat-analysis/2020/06/multi-stage-apt-attack-drops-cobalt-strike-using-malleable-c2-feature/
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Figure 1: Resume
The malicious document uses template injection to download a remote template from the
following url:

https://yenile[.]asia/YOOMANHOWYOUDARE/indexb.dotm

Figure 2: Template injection
The domain used to host the remote template was registered on February 29, 2020 by
someone from Hong Kong. Creation time for the document is 15 days after this domain
registration.

The downloaded template, “indexa.dotm”, has an embedded macro with five functions:

Document_Open
VBA_and_Replace
Base64Decode

https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/resume.png
https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/templateinjection.png
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ChangeFontSize
FileFolderExist.

The following shows the function graph of the embedded macro.

Figure 3: Macro functions graph
The main function is Document_open which is executed upon opening the file. This function
drops three files into the victim’s machine:

Ecmd.exe: UserForm1 and UserForm2 contain two Base64 encoded payloads.
Depending on the version of .Net framework installed on the victim’s machine, the
content of UserForm1 (in case of .Net v3.5) or UserForm2 (other versions) is decoded
and stored in “C:\ProgramData”.
cf.ini: The content of the “cf.ini” file is extracted from UserForm3 and is AES encrypted,
which later on is decrypted by ecmd.exe.
ecmd.exe.lnk: This is a shortcut file for “ecmd.exe” and is created after Base64
decoding the content of UserForm4. This file is dropped in the Startup directory as a
trigger and persistence mechanism.

Ecmd.exe is not executed until after the machine reboots.

Figure 4: Document_Open

https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/indexb.dotm_.png
https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Document_open.png
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Figure 5: Custom Base64 decode function
ChangeFontSize and VBA_and_Replace functions are not malicious and probably have
been copied from public resources [1, 2] to mislead static scanners.

Intermediary loader

Ecmd.exe is a .Net executable that pretends to be an ESET command line utility. The
following images show the binary certificates, debugger and version information.

The executable has been signed with an invalid certificate to mimic ESET, and its version
information shows that this is an “ESET command line interface” tool (Figure 6-8).

Figure

6: Certificate information

https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/base64.png
http://www.your-save-time-and-improve-quality-technologies-online-resource.com/vba-and-replace.html
https://www.vitoshacademy.com/vba-ms-word-tricks-with-vba/
https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/cetificate-2.png
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Figure 7: Version information

Figure 8: Debugger information
ecmd.exe is a small loader that decrypts and executes the AES encrypted cf.ini file
mentioned earlier. It checks the country of the victim’s machine by making a HTTP post
request to “http://ip-api.com/xml“. It then parses the XML response and extracts the country
code.

https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/fileversion.png
https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/pdb.png
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Figure

9: Getcon function: make http post request to “ip-api.com”

Figure

10: ip-api.com output
If the country code is “RU” or “US” it exits; otherwise it starts decrypting the content of “cf.ini”
using a hard-coded key and IV pair.

https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ip-api.png
https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ip-api-output.png
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Figure 10: ecmd.exe main function
The decrypted content is copied to an allocated memory region and executed as a new
thread using VirtualAlloc and CreateThread APIs.

Figure 11: runn function

ShellCode (cf.ini)

A Malleable C2 is a way for an attacker to blend in command and control traffic (beacons
between victim and server) with the goal of avoiding detection. A custom profile can be
created for each target.

https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/main.png
https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/fp-run.png
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The shell code uses the Cobalt Strike Malleable C2 feature with a jquery Malleable C2 profile
to download the second payload from “time.updateeset[.]com”.

Figure 12: Malleable C2 request
This technique has been used by two other recent Chinese APTs—Mustang Panda and
APT41.  

The shellcode first finds the address of ntdll.exe using PEB and then calls LoadLibrayExA to
load Winint.dll. It then uses InternetOpenA, InternetConnectA, HttpOpenRequestA,
InternetSetOptionA and HttpSendRequestA APIs to download the second payload.

 The API calls are resolved within two loops and then executed using a jump to the address
of the resolved API call.

https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/image-1.png
https://malwareandstuff.com/mustang-panda-joins-the-covid19-bandwagon/
https://www.fireeye.com/blog/threat-research/2020/03/apt41-initiates-global-intrusion-campaign-using-multiple-exploits.html
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Figure

13: Building API calls
The malicious payload is downloaded by InternetReadFile and is copied to an allocated
memory region.

Figure

14: InternetReadFile
Considering that communication is over HTTPS, Wireshark is not helpful to spot the
malicious payload. Fiddler was not able to give us the payload either:

https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/loop-api.png
https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/internetreadfile.png
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Figure 15: Fiddler output
Using Burp Suite proxy we were able to successfully verify and capture the correct payload
downloaded from time.updateeset[.]com/jquery-3.3.1.slim.min.js. As can be seen in
Figure 16, the payload is included in the jQuery script returned in the HTTP response:

Figure

16: Payload happened to the end of jquery
After copying the payload into a buffer in memory, the shellcode jumps to the start of the
buffer and continues execution. This includes sending continuous beaconing requests to
“time.updateeset[.]com/jquery-3.3.1.min.js” and waiting for the potential commands from
the C2.  

https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/fiddler.png
https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Screen-Shot-2020-06-16-at-5.50.34-PM.png
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Figure 17: C2

communications
Using Hollow Hunter we were able to extract the final payload which is Cobalt Strike from
ecmd’s memory space.

Attribution

A precise attribution of this attack is a work in progress but here we provide some insights
into who might be behind this attack. Our analysis showed that the attackers excluded
Russia and the US. The former could be a false flag, while the latter may be an effort to
avoid the attention of US malware analysts.

As mentioned before, the domain hosting the remote template is registered in Hong Kong
while the C2 domain “time.updateeset[.]com” was registered under the name of an Iranian
company called Ehtesham Rayan on Feb 29, 2020. The company used to provide AV
software and is seemingly closed now. However, these are not strong or reliable indicators
for attribution.

https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/image-2.png
https://github.com/hasherezade/hollows_hunter
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Figure 11: updateeset.com whois registration information
In terms of TTPs used, Chinese APT groups such as Mustang Panda and APT41 are known
to use jQuery and the Malleable C2 feature of Cobalt Strike. Specifically, the latest campaign
of Mustang Panda has used the same Cobalt Strike feature with the same jQuery profile to

https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Screen-Shot-2020-06-13-at-3.22.10-PM.png
https://malwareandstuff.com/mustang-panda-joins-the-covid19-bandwagon/
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download the final payload which is also Cobalt Strike. This is very similar to what we saw in
this campaign, however the initial infection vector and first payload are different in our case.

IOCs

Anadia Waleed resume.doc
 259632b416b4b869fc6dc2d93d2b822dedf6526c0fa57723ad5c326a92d30621

Remote Template: indexa.dotm
 7f1325c5a9266e649743ba714d02c819a8bfc7fd58d58e28a2b123ea260c0ce2

Remote Template Url:
 https://yenile[.]asia/YOOMANHOWYOUDARE/

C2: 
 time.updateeset[.]com

Ecmd.exe:
 aeb4c3ff5b5a62f5b7fcb1f958885f76795ee792c12244cee7e36d9050cfb298

 dcaaffea947152eab6572ae61d7a3783e6137901662e6b5b5cad82bffb5d8995
 5f49a47abc8e8d19bd5ed3625f28561ef584b1a226df09d45455fbf38c73a79c

https://blog.malwarebytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/detection-1.png
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cf.ini:
0eba651e5d54bd5bb502327daef6979de7e3eb63ba518756f659f373aa5f4f8b

Cf.ini shell-code after decryption:
5143c5d8715cfc1e70e9db00184592c6cfbb4b9312ee02739d098cf6bc83eff9

Cobalt Strike downloaded shellcode:
8cfd023f1aa40774a9b6ef3dbdfb75dea10eb7f601c308f8837920417f1ed702

Cobalt Strike payload
7963ead16b6277e5b4fbd5d0b683593877d50a6ea7e64d2fc5def605eba1162a


